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Active subscription account since editing my account free exclusive audiobook subscription! No rules: Netflix and reinvention culture Get it now Libro.fm using the button below. Redeem your free audiobook and premium articles upgrading companies to my subscription email preferences and disconnecting a literary essay is a short, non-fiction composition that covers almost every literary subject
imaginable. Authors sometimes write literary essays to enjoy reading rather than to send a message, and students are often assigned literary essays to assess their knowledge of the books or stories they read. Many modern literary essays are quite long with thousands of words. Although this is not a requirement, most literary essays contain three basic parts: introduction, body of essay, and conclusion.
While sometimes criticized for being too restrictive, many literary essays organize their information into five paragraphs. Following this model, the first paragraph is the introduction, the final paragraph is the conclusion, and the three paragraphs in the middle contain the body of the work. Donor, Donors, Commodities, Politics, Markets, General 2021 Jan 08, 10:33am 2021 Started well for gold. This is not
surprising, as January is generally positive for the yellow metal, but georgia run results may pose another bullish factor in the longer term. What a start to the new year. Gold began 2021 very well - as the chart below shows... Read more... Andew Marsh, Government, Hydrogen, Crazy Money, News, PLUG 2021 Jan 08, 9:42am The fuel cell industry has no better friend than Sen. Chuck Schumer and his
transition to Senate leader means he will help introduce compelling legislation, Plug Power Inc (NASDAQ: PLUG) analyst Andrew Marsh said Thursday on CNBC's Crazy Money. What happened: The Democrats... Read more... Color Analyst, Brad McMillan, Commonwealth Financial Network, DJIA, SPY, Futures 2021 January 08, 8:20am SPDR S&amp;A The P 500 ETF Trust (NYSE: SPY) rallied again
on Thursday and investors are clearly feeling optimistic about the economy's near-term outlook after Democrats managed to gain control of the Senate earlier this week. While a Blue Wave Democrat in Washington... Read more... Presidential election 2020, AMZN, CNN, DIA, Donald Trump, FB 2021 January 08, 1:40 a.m. Outgoing President Donald Trump looks to concede defeat in the election to
President-elect Joe Biden publicly for the first time in a video statement, more than 24 hours after capitol hill's violent protest. Trump did not congratulate Biden or use his name in the video's statement. Outgoing... Read more... AMZN, Donald Trump, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, Mark Zuckerberg 2021 January 07, 18:46 Demonstrations at the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday and the videos released by President
Donald Trump subsequently forced companies to decide whether to take a stand against the outgoing president and if anything he said violates their terms. The violence and protests that took place I've got... Read more... Color Analyst, Bank of America, FXL, FXO, ICLN, Jared Woodard 2021 January 07, 5:45 PM Blue Wave Democrat washington D.C. Took two months longer than many investors
expected, but it came this week when Democrats barely eked out a majority in the Senate. In the wake of georgia's titillations, investors are once again looking for the best stocks and... Read more... Donald Trump, FB, Government, Joe Biden, News, SPY 2021 Jan 07, 4:52 a.m. The U.S. Congress formally recognized the electoral college vote receiving Joe Biden as the next president of the United States
early Thursday, after retaken control of Capitol Hill followed by violent protests, Bloomberg reported. Outgoing President Donald Trump was... Read more... AAPL, Elon Musk, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, Government 2021 January 07, 12:19 Wednesday's violence on the Capitol has been severely condemned by leaders of some of the largest technology companies in the United States. Here's what they had to
say: Tim Cook: Apple's Manakell (NASDAQ: AAPL) called the Capitol's violent forsakin a sad and shameful chapter in... Read more... Donald Trump, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, government, social media 2021 January 06, 21:44 Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) and Facebook Inc (NASDAQ: FB) have blocked outgoing President Donald Trump's accounts temporarily after the violent storm of the U.S. Capitol. What
happened: Twitter's safety account tweeted Wednesday that according to unprecedented and... Read more... Presidential election 2020, DJIA, Donald Trump, administration, Joe Biden, News 2021 January 06, 6pm Supporters of outgoing Republican President Donald Trump broke through the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday as lawmakers prepared to count electoral college votes ahead of Democratic
President Joe Biden's inauguration on January 20, in what can only be described as an attack on the state. Read more... ACRDF, Andrew Cuomo, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, CCHWF 2021 January 06, 4:55 PM Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced wednesday his proposal for a legal cannabis program across New York State. The plan calls for a new office for cannabis management. This
group will oversee an evolving recreational program as well as New York's current medical marijuana program. Offer... Read more... DGLY, Donald Trump, DUOT, Gun Stocks, Joe Biden, News 2021 January 06, 4:23 PM The market reacts to chaotic scenes from inside Washington D.C. of protesters violently entering the U.S. Capitol. What happened: Dozens of President Trump supporters broke through
security perimeters and entered the U.S. Capitol. The protests come as Congress was expected to vote and... Read more... Color Analyst, BofA Securities, FSLR, Julian Dumoulin-Smith, NOVA, RUN 2021 January 06, 3:22 PM The Sun Invesco ETF (NYSE: TAN) jumped Wednesday following what appeared to be a likely Democratic sweep of seats in Georgia's Senate. One Wall Street analyst took the
opportunity to raise price targets for fiery solar stocks. Solar Analyst: Securities analyst Julian Domolan... Read more... CANNABIS, CNBS, Government, HMLSF, Minorities for Medical Marijuana, MJ 2021 January 06, 1:29 P.M. Some Georgia-based cannabis experts said in Benzinga that election energy vibrates across Georgia in the lead-up to Tuesday's election. I can't remember a time when the energy
in an election period was as strong as it was for this run, said the Georgia manager... Read more... Cannabis, Research, Green Foundation, Politics, Markets, General 2021 January 06, 12:29 This article by Louis O'Neill was originally published on the Green Fund, and appears here in the Authority. In 2020, more than 3,500 studies have been published looking at cannabis and its effects, making it a record
year for the plant. As we've spoken here many times in Green... Read more... Page 2 2 2020 presidential election, AAPL, AMZN, color analyst, cannabis, Cantor Fitzgerald 2021 January 06, 10:06 In a surprising turn of events, Democrats look poised to take over the Senate, potentially setting up at least two years of full Democratic control in Washington. What happened? On Tuesday, Georgia held two
Senate elections. As of Wednesday morning, democratic pastor Rafael... Read more... Electric Vehicles, HAIL, Long Ideas, NIO, Sector ETFs, TSLA 2021 Jan 06, 7:40 a.m. A clear lesson that many investors have learned in 2020 is that electric vehicle stocks and publicly traded funds are tied to both the future of automotive investment and fiery. What happened: There are plenty of ETFs that are reliable
EV plays – some are even dedicated to the idea ... Read more... Bitcoin, Chamath Palihapitiya, Cryptocurrency, GBTC, Mark Cuban, News 2021 January 06, 3:33 a.m. Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban said Tuesday he will run for president of the United States if Bitcoin hits $1 million. What happened: Shark Tank fame investor suggested the forsaever to politics on Twitter. I'll run if the BTC reaches 1m
and we... Read more... Democrats, Georgia Senate Runoff, News, Republicans, SPY, Futures 2021 January 06, 1:04am U.S. stock futures sank Tuesday night as the senators' election run in Georgia remained tight. WHAT'S HAPPENED: S&P 500 futures traded down 0.48 percent at $3,701. Nasdaq futures fell 1.21 percent to 12,638.25 and Dow futures traded down 0.03 percent and the Dow Jones
Industrial Average fell 0.03 percent to 30,... Read more... Color Analyst, DataTrek Research. Nicholas Coles, F, GM, Government, Jennifer granholm 2021 January 05, 2:05 PM The incoming Administration Joe Biden has made it clear that clean energy will be a major focus of her policy plans. Automakers Ford Motor Comfort (NYSE:F) and General Motors (NYSE:GM) are not generally seen as champions
of the clean energy revolution, but DataTrek Research co-... Read more... AZN, BNTX, Cryptocurrency, MRNA, News, PFE 2020 December 31, 10:53 AM Trading today may be like watching beige paint dry. But after a year like 2020, it could be exactly how some would want it. As you can. Over a shortened week on holidays, stock trading volumes in each of the three major U.S. indices were lower than
average yesterday. It could also be... Read more... Donald Trump, administration, Mitch McConnell, regulations, stimulus, politics 2020 December 30, 3:25 p.m. on Tuesday, the Senate's vote to increase the incentives check from $600 to $2,000 was blocked by no other than Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. This attempt to raise the incentive test was not only proposed by Democrats, but is now
supported by outgoing GOP President Donald... Read more... Cannabis, the cannabis industry, cannabis reform, cannabis sales, government, marijuana reform 2020 December 30, 10:12 Wisconsin Governor Tony Avares says cannabis legalization could boost tax revenues for his state as a way to offset infighting brought on in the wake of the coronavirus epidemic. The prospect of adult use stands at the
end of Wisconsin's 2021 budget proposal, Awas told the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.... Read more... ACRDF, Acreage Holdings, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, CLVR 2020 December 29, 9:58am When it comes to cannabis, former Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle had a change of heart. During his tenure as a public servant, he preferred to keep marijuana in the DEA's Schedule I
category, alongside drugs that are not considered safe to use even under medical supervision.... Read more... COVID-19 Aid Bill, Donald Trump, Economic Incentives, FB, Government, Judd Deere 2020 December 27, 9:20 PM Outgoing President Donald Trump signed the $900 billion COVID-19 aid bill, approved by both the House and Senate with an overwhelming majority last week. What happened: As
president, I told Congress that I wanted a lot less wasteful spending and... Read more... Golden State, Acreage Holdings Inc, ACRHF, Bluma Health Inc, BMWLF, Cannabis 2020 December 25, 12:06pm As 2020 comes to a close, the cannabis industry can call itself one of the few winners from another disaster year. While the industry did take quite a few hits, the victories they racked up at the state and
federal level helped soften the beatings that brought about the coronavirus epidemic and more... Read more... Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Colorado, Coronavirus, Covid-19, COVID-19 Coronavirus 2020 December 24, 9:23 a.m. by Noah Miller, a Black Dog LED manell this year has been challenging for millions of people and businesses in almost every size and sector. Cannabis, however, has shown that
it is much more flexible than previously thought. Grand View study believes global legal marijuana market is expected... Read more... Congress, Donald Trump, administration, news, regulations, SPY 2020 December 23, 4:26 PM President Donald Trump vetoed the annual defense policy bill on Wednesday, which authorizes more than $740 billion in spending and outlines Pentagon policy, according to the
Associated Press. What happened: Earlier this month, the National Defense Permission Act passed... Read more... 2 Chinez, Automotive, EVs, GM, Joe Biden, Model 3 2020 December 22, 16:54 The January 5 Senate election in Georgia is considered very important, as it could lead Democrats to take over the Senate — in addition to the House majority and Joe Biden in the White House. Rapper 2 Chainz
uses unique incentive to get out... Read more... AAPL, Apple Ltd., News, TD Amistrid, Tesla, TSLA 2020 December 22, 9:34 a.m. After months of back-and-forth between Democrats and Republicans, Congress finally passed a second Covid-19 aid package totaling more than $2.3 billion. That would amount to $600 in incentive payments to most Americans, including children, as early as next week, as well
as supplemental unemployment... Read more... Page 3 AAL, ALK, AZN, BA, BNTX, CNN 2020 December 22, 1:39 a.m. The Republican-controlled U.S. Senate passed a $2.3 trillion COVID-19 legislation easing with an overwhelming majority vote of 92-6 Monday night. The legislation includes the long-awaited $900 billion COVID-19 aid package and a $1.4 trillion measure to fund the government through...
Read more... Cannabis, Cannabis Decriminalization, Another Act, News, Paybotic, Politics 2020 December 21, 24:31 In a vote that is largely perceived as symbolic, the U.S. House of Representatives in December approved legislation decriminalizes marijuana at the federal level. While legislation this year is not expected, it's a first for Congress and could port some kind of de-criminalization... Read more...
BNTX, Earnings, GOOGL, MRNA, News, Nike 2020 December 21, 10:28 AM Well, there's good news and bad news this morning. Let's get the unpleasantness out of the way before looking at reasons for optimism. Fears of the coronavirus have outstebbed a new strain of COVID-19 that appears to have spread faster. In response, european governments have installed... Read more... News, TD Amritrade,
Politics, Economics, General December 21, 21, 10.15am We see some risk-off sentiment start to the week, with concerns related to strict travel and trade restrictions linked to concerns of a rapidly spreading new strain of the UK coronavirus and lower global indices ahead of the US. Cash is open. The news seems to cast a little black... Read more... Cannabis, the bluntness, the politics, the markets,
general December 21, 2020, 9:08 A.M. This article was originally published on The Blunt, and appears here with permission. Now that voters in Arizona, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey and South Dakota have approved new cannabis measures, stakeholders entering space will still have to deal with one of the industry... Read more... CNBC, Hakri Cyber, Defense, Geopolitics, Government, MSFT 2020
December 20, 4:43 PM More news about the massive cyberattack that hit the U.S. this year is expected to come out next week. Today, more senators came out to say that Russia was behind the attack. Here's a summary of what's happened so far. What happened: On December 13, The New York Times broke... Read more... Bill, cannabis, Industry, government, homemade marijuana, legalization 2020
December 18, 12:22 p.m. Policymakers in Washington state are expected to consider letting its residents cultivate marijuana in their homes. According to the marijuana moment, the bill was submitted last week by Shelly Kalova, who represents Democrats and Republican Representative Drew McEwan. This will allow adults aged 21 and over... Read more... ACRDF, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis
Sales, CCHWF, CURLF 2020 December 18, 9:46 a.m. New Jersey lawmakers passed a measure to allow a recreational marijuana market in the Garden State. The legislation will now be sent to Democratic Gov. Phil Murphy, who is expected to sign the bill. Once that happens, the new Jersey cannabis business will be able to offer recreational marijuana... Read more... Cannabis, the cannabis industry, the
government, legal marijuana, marijuana reform, news 2020 December 16, 2:55 p.m. if the MORE bill passes the Senate remains uncertain, but some cannabis legislation is finding success. On Tuesday night, the Senate passed the Cannabediol and Mariana Research Expansion Act. The move follows the passing of the House bill last week. Related link: MORE Act won... Read more... Cannabis, cannabis
industry, cannabis sales, citizen pharmacy, Debbie Maddio, Ed NJWeedman Forchion 2020 December 15, 12:34 p.m. Marijuana activist Ed Forchion - who goes by the name NJWeedman - will host an NJ/NYE constitutional amendment to virtual marijuana legalization out at joint NJWeedman on New Year's Eve. The idea behind the event is to celebrate the opening of... Read more... Gold, Joe Biden,
Commodities, Politics, Markets, General 2020 December 15, 9:59 a.m. By Arkadiush Ciaron, PhD Biden is expected to increase additional government spending. For this and other reasons, it is also true that inflation under Biden's presidency will be higher than under a Trump presidency. That would be great news for gold. Let's face it, Joe Biden won... Read more... Becky Quick, BRK-A, BRK-B, CNBC,
Coronavirus, Covid-19 2020 December 15, 9:12 a.m. Legendary investor Warren Buffett joined Goldman Sachs Group Inc (NYSE: GS) from CNBC's David Solomon and Becky Quick on Squawk Box for a phone interview on Tuesday to discuss the impact of the epidemic on small businesses. Plague and small business: Berkshire mancal... Read more... Donald Trump, News, SPY, William Burr, Futures,
Politics 2020 December 14, 6:03 pm William Burr will leave his post as U.S. Attorney General on December 23, U.S. President Donald Trump confirmed via Twitter on Monday afternoon. I had a very nice meeting with Attorney General Bill Burr at the White House. Our relationship was very good, he did... Read more... ACRHF, paint analyst, cannabis, cannabis industry, cannabis sales, Cantor Fitzgerald
2020 December 14, 3.20pm Cannabis shares have made a big run since the US election in November. However, Cantor Fitzgerald analyst Pablo Zuanic says the increase in coronavirus cases has created significant Risk for multi-state operators. Are shutdowns about to happen? The launches of the vaccines that began this week are good... Read more... FEYE, Government, MSFT, News, SPY, Sue
Gordon 2020 December 14, 10:03AM U.S. stocks are trading higher despite a successful cyberattack on the U.S. Treasury Department and U.S. Commerce Department. What happened? On Monday morning, the Trump administration acknowledged that security breached at the Treasury Department. We can confirm that there's a breach in one of the... Read more... Page 4 News, Incentives Package, TD
Amistrid, Politics, Econ #s, Economy 2020 December 14, 9:54 a.m. this week the focus will be to switch to retailers reporting profits for the spread of the coronavirus vaccine, economic data, and central bank activity. The week starts a little slow for us here in the U.S. in terms of numbers scheduled for release, but things are rising at a rapid pace as of Tuesday. Keep an eye out. Read more... Cannabis,
Culture, Legalization, Politician, Politics, Markets 2020 December 11, 2pm This article was originally published on Goldleaf, and appears here with permission. Obviously, there are many issues we disagree on. We can discuss the virtues of economic policy based on a Keynesian approach versus a school-influenced approach in Chicago. We can discuss the virtues of... Read more... Cannabis, the
cannabis industry, cannabis sales, government, legal cannabis, legal marijuana 2020 December 11, 11:25 the green wave of cannabis could last until 2021, with a board of states possibly passing a kind of reform. South Carolina recently added toilet to the list. Republican lawmakers in palmetto state have pre-enacted legislation that would allow medical marijuana. Representative Bill... Read more...
Cannabis, the cannabis industry, cannabis sales, government, legal marijuana, marijuana 2020 December 10, 3:17 p.m. this year will be remembered for how many cannabis battles won. In November, four other states agreed to the cannabis reform. In December, a historic vote was made in the U.S. House of Representatives in favor of the Marijuana Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement Act
(MORE), a bill built... Read more... Approval, Bill, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Legalization, Congress 2020 December 09, 12:59 Looks like that Mexico will have to wait a little longer to get its marijuana legalization bill approved. According to marijuana business daily Val sol de Mexico, the Mexican lower house chose to postpone the cannabis legalization bill hearing for February 2021. This is
the third time that... Read more... Biotechnology, BNTX, Coronavirus, Covid-19, MRNA, News 2020 December 08, 9:45 a.m. Pfizer Ltd (NYSE: PFE) and Moderna Inc (NASDAQ: MRNA), which are the top two candidates among the vaccine developers for the coronavirus, reportedly declined an invitation by the Trump administration to attend a vaccination summit at the White House. What happened:
Pfizer, which is on the verge of... Read more... Donor, Donors, Cryptocurrency, MSTR, PYPL, SQ 2020 December 08, 9:29am After a relatively hands-free period It comes down to government intervention in blockchain space, times can change. In retrospect, it is no exaggeration to say that almost no year has been packed with major events like 2020. We experienced: social upheaval and... Read more...
BAC, BNTX, BWXT, Congress, CZR, David Perdue 2020 December 04, 3:42 PM over the course of six years, USA. San David Perdue made 2,596 stock trades. Some deals may have involved possible inside information thanks to his position on several Senate subcommittees. What happened: The New York Times published an in-depth look at Purdue's history of... Read more... Arcview, Cannabis,
CNBS, CURA, Curaleaf, CURLF 2020 December 04, 2:28 p.m. The House voted to pass the MORE Act on Friday, a piece of legislation that could effectively decriminalize marijuana at the federal level. The U.S. House of Representatives - the People's House - took a huge step toward science, logic and justice, he told Benzinga... Read more... Andrew Ross Sorkin, CNBC, Rick Snatalie, Health, Politics,
Top Stories 2020 December 04, 1:07 p.m. Tensions between Andrew Ross Sorkin and Rick Snataly boiled over on CNBC's Squawk Box on Friday. The dispute between Sorkin and Santelli was a reflection of a debate many Americans are having these days about what some see as inconsistencies in plague lock rules. What... Read more... FB, Section 230, Options, Politics, Markets, Trading Ideas 2020
December 02, 2:10 PM Facebook, Inc. (Nasdaq: FB) Shares were up 1% on Wednesday after President Donald Trump threatened to remove key legal protection for social media companies. Trump has threatened to withhold military funding if Section 230 of the National Defense Permission Act (NDAA) is lifted, but at least... Read more... Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, CNBS,
Government, HMLSF 2020 December 02, 11:50 The United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs has made a final decision to remove cannabis from a fourth schedule of the 1961 single conference on narcotic drugs. Cannabis advocates waited nearly two years for a vote. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommended all forms... Read more... Cannabis, the cannabis industry, cannabis sales,
government, Joe Biden, news 2020 December 202, 9:53 a.m. as President-elect Joe Biden fills his cabinet and other administration positions, potential attorney general nominees have been mentioned. Among the options: Homeland Security Adviser Lisa Monaco, former ACTing AG Sally Yates and former Massachusetts Governor Deval... Read more... 4Front Ventures Corp, Acreage Holdings Inc,
ACRHF, Cannabis, CCHWF, Columbia Care Inc 2020 December 01, 4:39 p.m. Home care has emerged as a clear handle on cannabis reform across many states. While it faces a push, including from a number of cannabis brands, home breeding is making incremental progress in the markets for medical and adult use, and is sticking to a variety of parameters to meet the country's needs.... Read more...
Long ideas, news, PAVE, sector ETFs, Top Stories 2020 Dec 01, 12:45 pm Infrastructure investment, whether through individual stocks or publicly traded funds, is often a tempting prospect, especially in election years, but the asset class often troubles investors. What to know: The fact is that politicians and candidates often make bold promises about spending to bolster... Read more... Page 5 Paint
Analyst, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, CGC, Government 2020 November 30, 11:45 A.M. Analysts are hyping up marijuana stocks ahead of this week's congressional vote on the Marijuana Reinvestment Opportunity and Resed (More) Act of 2019. The MORE Act, scheduled for a congressional vote from December 2-4, 2020, funded the MORE Act - sponsored by Vice President-elect
Kamala Harris —... Read more... CBS News, Janet Yellen, Joe Biden, News, SPY, Politics 2020 November 30, 10:44 President-elect Joe Biden is to elect Janet Yellen, a former Federal Reserve shooter, as the first female Treasury secretary in U.S. history, according to CBS News. What happened: Reports that Biden is considering Yellen for the job have been circulating for weeks. Read more... Iran,
Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, News, Qassem Suleimani, SPY, Politics 27 November 2020, 14:14 SDPR S&amp;A ETF The P 500 (NYSE: SPY) gave up some of its early profits on Friday following reports from Iran that a top nuclear scientist in the country had been murdered. What happened: On Friday, the Iranian government told Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, the so-called father of... Read more... Color analyst, Daniel
Ives, Electric Vehicles, EVs, F, GM 2020 November 24, 12:24 P.M. Electric vehicle stocks have been on a strong upward trajectory in recent times, and this is partly attributed to Democrat Joe Biden taking over the Oval Office in January. His presidency has far-reaching implications in all sectors, especially the EV industry, according to Woodbush... Read more... Cannabis, CBD, EU, European Court, EU,
Government November 23, 2020, 5.09pm The European Court of Justice ruled last week on a crucial case that could have major implications for the commercialization of the CBD across Europe. The governing body — the Supreme Court of the Union in matters of EU law — ruled that CBD was not narcotic. It... Read more... Cannabis, the cannabis industry, cannabis sales, government, marijuana
legalization, marijuana reform 2020 November 23, 10:32 Mexican senators approved a historic bill to legalize cannabis for cannabis use on November 19, with 82 to 18 votes. That still doesn't legalize adult use, but Mexico looks headed to become the third nation to do so and possibly the largest legal marijuana market in the world. Read more... Presidential election 2020, Donald Trump, FB, Joe Biden,
Mark Zuckerberg, News 2020 November 23, 6:53 a.m. Facebook, Inc (Nasdaq: FB) is looking to warm to the incoming Biden administration in a bid to fend off the threat of heavy regulations or a breakup during President-elect Joe Biden's tenure in office, the Financial Times reported. Cold: The company led by Mark Zuckerberg... Read more... AAPL, China, Cost, Forced Labor, Government, iPhone 2020
November 21, 1:26 PM Apple Inc (NASDAQ: AAPL) is trying to limit the impact of a bill aimed at combating child dimming in China, according to a Washington Post report. What happened: The lobbying firm Fierce Government Relations, hired by the tech giant, held meetings with government representatives... Read more... Cannabis, the cannabis industry, cannabis reform, government, marijuana
legalization, marijuana reform 2020 November 20, 1:07 p.m. While the cannabis industry celebrated five states undergoing reform initiatives on Election Day, advocates noticed that the bills lacked key parameters to address social capital. In New Jersey, lawmakers sought to quickly pass adult use legislation after voters approved the ballot question. But... Read more... Amy Connie Barrett, Cannabis,
Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, Government, News 2020 November 20, 12.23pm Approval October of Judge Amy Connie Barrett 27 October. Less than a month after taking office, Judge Barrett is about to consider a myriad of compressions... Read more... AAPL, AMZN, BioNTech SE, BNTX, DE, Earnings 2020 November 20, 10:16 a.m. Investors this morning seem to be continuing to consider
competing forces. On the one hand, the cases of the coronavirus and related state restrictions to curb the spread of the virus seem to be weighing on sentiment, exacerbated by news that California has banned nonessential work and gatherings... Read more... News, TD Amrister, Politics, Economics, General 2020 November 20, 9:56 a.m. Capital markets are set to open with news that the Fed's corporate
credit, municipal loans, and main street loans program will not be renewed by Finance Minister Mnuchin. Despite Fed Shooter Powell's desire to remain in place, the Treasury Department has refused to extend a number of emergencies... Read more... Akerna Corp, Ballot Initiatives, Cannabis Capital Conference in Nzinga, Cannabis, Cannabis Capital Conference, Cannabis Reform 2020 November 20,
9:24This special presentation by Zuber Lawler comes from the Bentzinga Virtual Cannabis Conference held on October 15. Click here for more coverage of the event with presentations from some of the senior executives, investors and cannabis lenders. Zovar Lawler is a law... Read more... AAPL, FB, Mark Zuckerberg, News, NFLX, social media 2020 November 20, 12:46am Facebook Inc's (NASDAQ:
FB) operations in Vietnam face shutdown unless the social networking company meets improved censorship requirements, Reuters reported Thursday. What happened: A company official led by Mark Zuckerberg said the Vietnamese government told... Read more... Bets, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News, Forecasts, Reuters 2020 November 19, 12:30 PM The 2020 U.S. presidential election acted as a
Super Bowl for markets forecasting. Will (19) Will Trump be inaugurated for a second term as U.S. president on Inauguration Day, January 20, 2021? Or will Donald Trump officially give up the 2020 U.S. election before December 1, 2020? These are just... Read more... Page 6 AMZN, BA, Earnings, FL, HD, KSS 2020 November 18, 10:39 a.m. Retail week continues to tumble along with a mixed shopping
cart of earnings this morning. Even so, stocks look set to resume their rally thanks to greater optimism around vaccines and finally good news for the nation's largest aircraft builder. Target Corp. (NYSE) Read more... Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency, Earnings, Moderna, MRNA, News 2020 November 18, 10:15 there are two unique things about this rally in Bitcoin. The first is that it happens without a lot of retail
excitement. The second is that it happens almost entirely on its own - without accompanying stocks, gold, or other cryptocurrencies. It's particularly interesting... Read more... Presidential election 2020, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, government, Jack Dorsey 2020 November 18, 3:06am Facebook, Inc (Nasdaq: FB) analyst Mark Zuckerberg and Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) analyst Jack Dorsey appeared before the
Senate in a virtual meeting to defend their actions surrounding the 2020 presidential election on Tuesday. Senators questioned the Those on social media with questions... Read more... Donald Trump, FOX, M&amp;A A, News, NLSN, Politics 2020 November 16, 7:15 a.m. in an interview with Variety, conservative news portal Newsmax Media Inc's analyst Christopher Ruddy said that Newsmax is not
actively looking to sell itself. A Report by the Wall Street Journal claimed that Private Equity, Hicks Equity Partners, plans to acquire Newsmax... Read more... Donald Trump, FB, News, Rebecca Mercer, Reuters, Robert Mercer 2020 November 15, 1:28 PM Parler received major backing from Rebecca Mercer, daughter of hedge fund manager Robert Mercer, the Wall Street Journal reported. What
happened: John Matsa, the founder of Parler, confirmed that Rebecca Mercer is the leading investor, according to the WSJ. The Mercers... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Biden, News, Trump, Politics, General 2020 November 15, 9:31 a.m. U.S. President Donald Trump acknowledged that President-elect Joe Biden won the November 3 election. What happened: Trump tweeted Sunday morning
that Biden won because the election was rigged. It's been over a week since all the major U.S. media outlets anticipated a victory for the former... Read more... China, Donald Trump, Free Trade, Geopolitics, Administration, Joe Biden 2020 November 15, 9am Asia-Pacific countries signed the world's largest trade deal on Sunday. What happened: 15 countries signed the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership. They represent a third of the world's population and gross domestic product. The agreement took place at a summit held almost between... Read more... Bluma Wellens, BMW. U, Cannabis, Canndescent, Canopy Growth Corp, CGC 2020 November 14, 2.50pm Cannabis reform rides high off the heels of Election Day, with much of Going to lawyers and lobbyists' work. The combined efforts at
federal and state levels are crucial to the cannabis movement, which has more than two-thirds of the state's support. Latest... Read more... DIA, Donald Trump, Government, Janet Yellen, Joe Biden, News 2020 November 14, 10:42 Janet Yellen, former Federal Reserve shooter, could join President-elect Joe Biden's team as the first female Treasury secretary in U.S. history, Bloomberg reported. What
happened: Biden weighs in on Yellen, along with former Fed deputy shooter Roger Ferguson and... Read more... Barack Obama, FSLR, Joe Biden, Education, Commodities, Politics 2020 November 13, 2.40pm Investors who have owned shares in the past 13 years have generally experienced some big gains. In fact, the total return of the SPDR S&P 500 (NYSE: SPY) since November 4, 2008 is 345.9%.
On the same day in history, Barack Obama was elected the 44th President of the United States. The sun's first difficult decade: ... Read more... ENB, ET, Government, Gretchen Wimmer, Joe Biden, News 2020 November 13, 2:23 PM on Friday, Michigan Gov. Mike Pence said he would not be able to do so. What happened: Whitmer's office informed the company that it had 180 days and then the flow
must stop, according to WOOD-TV. The Attorney General of Michigan... Read more... BBC, Bloomberg, China, MSFT, News, ORCL 2020 November 13, 13:09 Short form Chinese video app TikTok was given another 15 days by the Trump administration to resolve national security concerns before it is required to sell, reports Bloomberg. What happened: In August, an executive order was signed by
President Donald Trump demanding that Bytedance sell... Read more... Election 2020, fake news watch, news, TWTR, politics, top stories 2020 November 13, 5:42am Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) shared election weeks statistics in a blog post on Thursday. In the two weeks between October 27 and November 11, the microblogging site flagged about 300,000 tweets with a controversial and potentially
misleading label, representing about 300,000 tweets with a controversial and potentially misleading label, representing as... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, DIS, Donald Trump, FOX, Fox News, FOXA 2020 November 12, 3:15 p.m. In addition to his criticism of left-leaning media organizations, President Donald Trump has been taking a beating at Fox Corp. (NASDAQ: FOXA) and Fox News in
recent years. Those attacks have increased since Election Day, and Axios reported Thursday that Trump could have an ulterior motive... Read more... Election 2020, Donald Trump, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, Joe Biden 2020 November 12, 5:48 a.m. A week after Election Day, technology giants Facebook Inc (Nasdaq: FB) and Alphabet Inc (NASDAQ: GOOGL) (NASDAQ: GOOG) have decided to extend the
ban on political ads, possibly by a month. What happened: A Wall Street Journal publication quoted sources who... Read more... Page 7 Barack Obama, CNN, Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden, SPY 2020 November 11, 7:32 Political news has always played a major role Markets: Tamag, GNP, Labor reports and, most importantly, a presidential election that will increase the course of the economy
in the coming years. Last week, on November 3rd, the country voted for its next president, and despite... Read more... California, Cannabis, Evan LowScott Wiener, Government, Psilocybin, Psychedelic 2020 November 11, 5:41 p.m. The California Legislature could soon debate a new bill designed to decriminalize psychedelics. State Senator Scott Wiener announced via Twitter his intention to introduce a
new bill aimed at pulling back on penalties for non-commercial use of these drugs, first reported... Read more... ACB, Canna Advisors, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, Cannapreneur Partners 2020 November 11, 12:22 P.M. After the five-time ballot initiative momentum, the momentum of marijuana sprung up after receiving a mild bowel test in September when the House voted for a
marijuana opportunity, reinvestment and Expungement (more) to act for a lame duck session. The lingering questions... Read more... EWU, Government, M&amp;A A, news, regulations, VGK 2020 November 11, 11.14am The British government is set to introduce a new bill that would block foreign takeovers of UK companies if they threaten national security. What happened: The National Security and
Investment Act will allow the UK to cut deals where it decides there are unacceptable risks to the country... Read more... BBC, China, EWH, FLHK, Hong Kong, News 2020 November 11, 10:23 A.M. Members of Hong Kong's elected pro-democracy opposition announced they would resign on Wednesday in protest at four lawmakers who were expelled, reports the BBC. What happened: Earlier this year,
China passed a large-scale security law for Hong Kong that eases punishment... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Joe Biden, Long Ideas, NIO, QCLN, Renewable Energy 2020 November 11, 9:55 A.M. Few industries are priced in victory so far and President-elect Joe Biden in the months leading up to Election Day equals heat with renewable energy. What happened: Related publicly traded funds
are proving themselves. All of Nasdaq's first green energy fund (NASDAQ: QCLN) made during... Read more... Cannabis, cannabis industry, cannabis reform, government, marijuana reform, Mississippi 2020 November 10, 2:47 p.m. Mississippi officials want to scrap the state's cannabis reform after 74.1% of voters said yes to medical legalization. The appeal is not because they oppose reform. The reform
measure, they claim, was placed in law on the ballot (h/t marijuana... Read more... direxion, GOOG, long ideas, news, sector ETFs, WEBL 2020 November 10, 1:25 p.m. It's clear former Vice President Joe Biden will be the 46th president of the United States, but the Blue Wave so many polls and forecasts predicted hasn't materialized and that could be good news for some corners of the financial markets.
What happened to the Dow Jones Daily Dirksion... Read more... ACB, IAM MO, News, STZ, Politics 2020 November 10, 12:42 PM Election Day is always a big deal. This election day, in particular, brought more pressure than usual, and Election Day alone lasted a little longer with a lot of drama. With all this turbulence that marked the whole year, it's no surprise that more and more voters are... Read
more... AAPL, Donald Trump, iPhone, News, TWTR, Politics 2020 November 10, 11:41 AM Outgoing President Donald Trump is known for sharing his thoughts on a variety of topics across his Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) profile. A study showed that Trump tweeted 5,293 times in a 12-month period, and would be ranked number one among world leaders. Even before the presidency, Trump often shared his
thoughts... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, ACB, Al Harrington, El Harrington Cannabis, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry 2020 November 09, 5:30 p.m. last week, marijuana legalization initiatives passed in five states: Arizona, Mississippi, New Jersey, Montana and South Dakota. Stocks like Aurora Cannabis (NYSE: ACB) and Tilray (Nasdaq: TLRY) surged completely in the days that followed.
Many cannabis pros also... Read more... EWU, News, VGK, Politics, General 2020 November 09, 16:57 The United Kingdom passed an immigration bill through parliament on Monday that will end free movement from December 31 ahead. What happened: The bill gives Britain the power to determine who is coming into the country for the first time in decades. The new transfer policy is ending... Read
more... Cannabis, cannabis industry, cannabis sales, government, news, regulations 2020 November 09, 12:05 September, residents of Tel Aviv who happen to be cannabis enthusiasts feeding on cannabis rain. Flying Cement dropped hundreds of bags with free cannabis samples as part of a pro-legalization campaign coordinated by the Green Cement Telegram Group. ... Read more... Donald Trump,
Joe Biden, JPM, Kamala Harris, Reuters, SPY 2020 November 07, 5:06 PM The victory of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris is receiving a warm welcome by investors, after media outlets announced the Democrats' victory in the U.S. presidential race on Saturday. What happened: Markets had their best week since April after Election Day. Even though the tax plan... Read more... 2020 presidential election,
Coronavirus, Covid-19, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News 2020 November 07, 11:57 Democratic candidate Joe Biden won the U.S. presidential election, major U.S. media outlets expected. CNN, NBC and USA Today were among the stores that would ignite a victory for the former vice president in the battleground state of Pennsylvania. It'll give Biden... Read more... Page 8 2020 presidential election, ACB,
Paint Analyst, Cannabis, CGC, CRON 2020 November 06, 3.10pm Cannabis stocks were sweltering after Tuesday's election. The skyrocketing marijuana group is led by Aurora Cannabis Inc. (NYSE:ACB), which has risen 135% in the last two days alone. Voters in New Jersey, Arizona, South Dakota Legal for recreational marijuana use on... Read more... Barack Obama, Bill Clinton, Donald Trump, George
W. Bush, News, Ryan Detrick 2020 November 06, 10:35 The S&P 500 started with the best November ever with a 7.4% increase in the first four days and joined an elite touring club. Four days of 1%: The S&P 500 is up more than 1% in each of the first four days of November. It was something that's only been accomplished three other times since... Read more... Presidential Election 2020, Color Analyst,
Bank of America, DJIA, Savita Subramanian, SPY 2020 Nov 05, 2:28 PM SPDR S&P 500 ETF (NYSE: SPY) is now up 4.4% in the two days since Election Day, but Bank of America analyst Savita Subramanian says corporate profits, not politics, are key to where the S&P 500 leads in the long run. The corporate profit cycle played out a lot... Read more... CNBC, Josh Brown, PHM, PYPL, SQ, Politics 2020
November 05, 12:41pm On a quick money half report, Josh Brown gave his opinion on the Joe Biden presidency and how the political background should not affect your portfolio. Josh Brown: You can make the case that Biden would be better at taking over the Josh virus... Read more... Presidential election 2020, ACB, paint analyst, cannabis, Cantor Fitzgerald, CGC 2020 November 05, 11:05 cannabis
stocks rebound on Thursday after disappointing primary elections on Wednesday. The votes are still being counted, but it doesn't look like marijuana investors will get the Democratic blue wave they were hoping for. However, the country's cannabis indices passed in five different metrics... Read more... Election 2020, cybersecurity, security stocks, Defense Department, Donald Trump, Joe Biden 2020
November 05, 11:01 Presidential election 2020 caused some sectors to rise and fall while Americans wait to find out who will be the next president of the U.S. Politico reports that Democrat Joe Biden will place more emphasis on cybersecurity and related areas to the security sector... Read more... Presidential election 2020, CXW, GEO, Joe Biden, Politics, Trading Ideas 2020 November 05, 10:48
SHARES Private Prison Corecivic Inc (NYSE: CXW) and GEO Group Inc (NYSE: GEO) took a big hit on Wednesday and Thursday as Democrat Joe Biden's victory in the U.S. presidential election looks increasingly likely. Prison stocks were among the biggest winners after Donald Trump... Read more... Arizona, Voting, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Legalization, Cantor Fitzgerald 2020
November 05, 10:31 Despite a veneer of uncertainty surrounding the U.S. presidential election, the cannabis industry remains optimistic with the votes it received in five key states. People talked about cannabis by taking a green road last night, Dina Rollman, SVP Government and Regulations... Read more... Ports Group, BABA, China, Communist Party of China, E-Commerce, Fintech 2020 November 05,
5:07 am Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. (NYSE: BABA)Owned by Ant Group Initial Public Offering After her tendency to allow entrepreneurs out of their path, Duncan Clark, author of Alibaba: The House Jack Ma Built Told... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, CNBC, Donald Trump, FB, GOOG, GOOGL 2020 November 05, 2:18am The US election was a mixed bag for social media companies. On
the one hand, they received large advertising money due to their massive reach, and second hand, they remain at the center of the controversy over election misinformation. Social media giants like Facebook, Inc... Read more... Donor, Donors, Politics, General 2020 November 04, 17:10 The media expected a Democratic sweep during this election... Markets tracked the forecasts. This means the polls not
only predicted that Democratic nominee and former Vice President Joe Biden would take over the White House, but markets also predicted... Read more... Presidential election 2020, SPY, education, politics, trade ideas, general 2020 November 04, 4:53 pm Investors hope to know the next president of the United States on Wednesday will have to wait a little longer as votes are still counted in key swing
states in an election that is too close to call. The SPDR S&P 500 ETF (NYSE: SPY) is trading higher Wednesday, and there are... Read more... The 2020 election, the 2020 presidential election, A, AAPL, CL, Democratic Party 2020 November 04, 4:30 p.m. New ETF will highlight membership of the S&P 500 that make large donations to the Democratic Party and related political action committees. DEMZ
ETF: The DEMZ Political Donations Fund (NASDAQ: DEMZ) was launched on Tuesday, November 3, coinciding with the 2020 election. ETF... Read more... Color Analyst, Bank of America, Chris Zackerly, DeVere Group, Ethan Harris, GBTC 2020 November 04, 1:35 PM SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (NYSE: SPY) up 3.2% on Wednesday as many swing states continue to count election votes. The election is
shaping up to be one of the closest in history, and some analysts and experts have considered what it could mean for investors in the days and... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, ACB, APHA, Cannabis, CGC, CRON 2020 November 04, 12:54 p.m. Cannabis stocks were mostly trading lower Wednesday for good reason: a blue wave result from Tuesday's presidential election is not going to
change, CNBC's Jim Kramer said of the street shriek. What happened: Heading into Tuesday's election,... Read more... Page 9 Election 2020, BETZ, BYD, CHDN, CZR, DKNG 2020 November 04, 12:15 Pm Election 2020 Saw proposals for betting on sports pass in the three state votes it was on. Louisiana, Maryland and South Dakota represent 4% of the adult population in the U.S. and will allow sports
betting as early as 2021. Here's a look at the companies that could benefit from three... Read more... Color Analyst, ANTM, BofA Securities, CI, Health Insurance, HUM 2020 November 04, 12:07pm Votes still counted The presidential election, but the health care system and managed care stocks seem to have avoided the worst-case scenario. No blue wave: On Wednesday, BofA Securities analyst Kevin
Fischbeck said the fact that Democrats seemed likely to secure... Read more... Climate Change, IQSI, IQSU, News, Paris Agreement, Politics 2020 November 04, 10:59 AM The United States became the first nation to withdraw from the Paris climate accord on Wednesday. The Paris Agreement is a 2015 United Nations deal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions with 196 signatories. What happened:
President Donald Trump announced his intention to withdraw Read more... Election 2020, Presidential Election 2020, Action Network, Betfair, DJIA, Donald Trump 2020 November 04, 10:15 Presidential election 2020 has not yet been decided. As states were called on Tuesday night, betting odds on President Donald Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden have changed drastically. What to know:
Biden entered on election night as odds to win the 2020 presidential election. On... Read more... Earnings, News, TD Amristard, Politics, Economics, Markets 2020 November 04, 10:11 The massive rally in stocks holding suggests that investors can be confident that a final outcome of the presidential election is around the corner. The U.S. stock market looks poised for a relief rally. Large and important
stocks and the high-tech as a whole have entered the... Read more... AAPL, ALL, Alphabet, Amazon.com, AMZN, Apple Inc. 2020 November 04, 10:03 a.m. Pour yourself a strong coffee and cook a fresh jug. We have a barn burner in our hands. Much to the delight of anyone who hoped the election would be decided early and Wall Street could simply move on, things just wouldn't hide like that. So traders
and investors... Read more... Presidential election 2020, DJIA, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News, QQQ 2020 November 04, 9:39 The outcome of the 2020 presidential election is still unclear, but investors may be able to breathe a sigh of relief. Volatility is rational: If volatility strikes the stock market, it should be considered a rational configuration, Allianz's chief economic adviser Mohamed El-Erian said on
CNBC... Read more... CNBC, HUM, Jim Kramer, UNH, Politics, Media 2020 November 04, 9:31 a.m. Jim Kramer on CNBC's Street Shriek gave his winners and losers from 2020 elections. Winners: Kramer says United Health Group (NYSE: UNH), Humana Inc. (NYSE: HUM) and other insurers won last night. Kramer says read more... Cannabis, Government, Marijuana Business Daily, Marijuana Moment,
News, Washington Post 2020 November 04, 9:24 Montana became the 14th U.S. state to make recreational marijuana legalization. A majority of voters in the Treasury state, 58%, voted for the initiative in tuesday's election. According to Marijuana Business Daily, quoting data from The Washington Post, Montana... Read more... Cannabis, D.C, District of Columbia, drug reform, Election Day, 2020
November 04, 8:51 a.m. Voters in the District of Columbia have approved an initiative aimed at effectively decriminalize the use of a number of psychedelics. Initiative 81 makes the possession, distribution, acquisition and cultivation of psychedelic plants and hallucinations and fungi the lowest law... Read more... Cannabis, cocaine, election day, FB, government, heroin 2020 November 04, 8:43 a.m. Voters
in Oregon approved two measures marking an unprecedented change in U.S. drug policy history. The 110 index, which passed with 58.8% positive votes, decriminalizes possession of small amounts of all illegal drugs. It also creates a drug addiction support program... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News, SPY, Politics 2020 November 04, 3:51 a.m. President Donald
Trump returned in an address to the nation on election night that a very sad group of people trying to revocate the millions who voted. What happened: Get ready for a big celebration, Trump said from white... Read more... Bloomberg, China, Donald Trump, News, Wisesoft Co Ltd, Politics 2020 Nov 04, 3:20 a.m. President Donald Trump appears to have knowingly benefited a Chinese software company.
What happened: Shares of Wisesoft Ltd. surged 9.8% on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange on Wednesday. At the time, the stock was trading up 6.42%. Bloomberg attributed the... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News, SPY, Politics 2020 November 04, 3:04 a.m. Democratic presidential candidate and former Vice President Joe Biden praised the patience of his supporters
in a speech on election night in Wilmington, Delaware. What happened: We feel good about where we are. We do, Biden said about the end of the election. Read more... Cannabis, the cannabis industry, cannabis sales, Election Day, elections, government 2020 November 04, 2:57 More than 609,000 voters in Mississippi — 74.1% — voted for medical marijuana. The total number of votes hovered at
822,000. According to the New York Times, medicinal cannabis will become legal in the state of Magnolia for people with debilitating medical conditions. To read more... Page 10 2020 presidential election, Donald Trump, FB, Joe Biden, Mark Zuckerberg, News 2020 November 04, 2:25 a.m. Facebook Inc (Nasdaq: FB) will allow presidential candidates, or anyone else, to declare state-wise victories in the
presidential election before the vote count, the Wall Street Journal reported on Wednesday. What happened: The company led by Mark Zuckerberg said its policies don't include... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Donald Trump, administration, Jack Dorsey, news, social media 2020 November 04, 1:59am Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) swung into swift action by limiting President Donald Trump's tweet
on election night for making a potentially misleading claim. We've placed a warning on @realDonaldTrump tweet about execution Misleading claim about elections. It... Read more... 2020 presidential election, Donald Trump, Florida, Iowa, Joe Biden, news 2020 November 04, 1:31 a.m. President Donald Trump won key states of Florida and Iowa, according to the Associated Press. What happened: The
incumbent president won the 29 electoral votes in Florida, which is key to his second-term promise, according to the AP news agency. Cannabis, cannabis industry, cannabis reform, cannabis sales, election day, election 2020 November 04, 1:02 a.m. Most voters in Arizona voted yes to recreational cannabis. According to the New York Times and The Associated Press, more than 1.4 million of the state's
voters - 59.9 percent - approved of Proposition 207. The move expands the copper state... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, ACES, ARRY, BLNK, Clean Energy, CVS 2020 November 03, 8:06 PM after the 2020 presidential election, traders and investors are expected to turn to sectors favored by the winning candidate. Over the past week, Benzinga has shared shares and ETFs to view several
sectors. Together with the SPDR S&amp;A ETF Fund P 500 (NYSE: SPY), here's a summary of... Read more... Election 2020, presidential election 2020, ChargePoint, DMYT, Donald Trump, electric vehicles 2020 November 03, 17:01 Presidential election 2020 are the biggest story for the public markets this week. Here's a look at how the election could affect another big story this year: companies
acquiring a special goal. Lordstown Motors (NASDAQ: RIDE) stock rose 22.48% on Tuesday. The former SPAC is... Read more... Election 2020, presidential election 2020, AOUT, ASO, e-commerce, gun stock 2020 November 03, 4:04 PM Gun shares rallied ahead of the 2020 presidential election, and October sales and background checks set records - which could be positive for companies that sell guns
and ammunition. Record background checks: FBI reported record number of background checks for gun sales in... Read more... Presidential election 2020, AMZN, donor, donors, taxes, politics 2020 November 03, 3:04 p.m. As former Vice President Joe Biden continues to extend his lead in the polls less than seven days into the election, investors are weighing the effects of his policies on the markets and
changing their portfolio. One policy of the Democratic nominee that has hurt a lot of attention from... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, Cybersecurity, CYBR, Fintech, FTNT, News 2020 November 03, 3:01 PM Malicious actors have tried to undermine American democracy in the past, and as the final votes are cast in Tuesday's presidential election, cyber threats in the form of disruption and
misinformation will remain strong. The COVID-19 epidemic has also caused an increase in cyber threats and... Read more... Barack Obama, Donald Trump, Elon Musk, Axens, Justin Trudeau, News 2020 November 03, 2:16 PM US President Donald Trump is one of the most active accounts on Twitter and in combat Follow him. A new report says the days trump is most active on the social media platform
can follow with stock market performance. What happened: Exness's report said Trump is the most active... Read more... Presidential Election 2020, Color Analyst, Chris Zaccarelli, Independent Alliance Advisor, SPY, Futures 2020 November 03, 1:16 PM All eyes are on Washington, D.C. This week as investors will receive their first indication of who will be calling the shots from the White House for the
next four years. But while President Donald Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden are getting most of the attention, senate races may... Read more... Presidential election 2016, presidential election 2020, government, news, volatility, futures 2020 November 03, 12:24 p.m. by market participants Besson Jesy use futures and options to manage risk around specific events, and volatility more broadly. In
2016, we saw a significant market reaction to the outcome of the U.S. presidential election, especially in stock index markets. The increase in market activity in... Read more... Presidential election 2020, AAPL, antitrust, Bradley Tusk, CNBC, Donald Trump 2020 November 03, 11:50 Technology stocks were one of the best performing sectors in 2020. The bad news: Both presidential candidates have
problems with the big tech companies, which can lead to changes and breakups. What a Trump victory means for Technology President Donald Trump has been vocal of his relutation of... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, government, news, SPY, politics, trade ideas 2020 November 03, 11:19 One of the few points of bipartisan consensus in American politics is that we can't know the winner of a
presidential election for a few days - or even weeks. With nearly 100 million early votes counting at the time of writing, the U.S. may be on its way to its first competition... Read more... Election 2020, 2020 presidential election, cannabis, cannabis industry, Hawthorne, Joe Biden 2020 November 03, 10:32 Scotts Miracle Gro is best known for its leading brands Scotts, Ness-Gro and Ortho. The company's
ownership of the Hawthorne landscaping company, a leader in internal and hedroponic enlargement makes the company interesting in the 2020 elections. Election 2020: Marijuana stocks moved Read more... Page 11 Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, Government, HRVSF, Marijuana 2020 November 03, 10:00 Harvest Health &amp; Recreational Inc. (OTCQX: HRVSF) adds three more
medical marijuana licenses in the state of Arizona to its portfolio possibly anticipating a positive outcome of today's vote on the legalization of adult use in the state. In the case of legalization for adult use, it's... Read more... ACRDF, cannabis, cannabis industry, cannabis sales, CURLF, government 2020 November 03, 8am These days, there is a lot of emphasis on which states are red, blue, purple or
expected to pass in the presidential election. Cannabis in Zininga zeroes in on green states. Voters in New Jersey, Arizona - Where there's medicinal cannabis there... Read more... Presidential election 2020, advertising, CNBC, Donald Trump, GOOG, GOOGL 2020 November 03, 2:13am Alphabet Inc's (NASDAQ: GOOG) (NASDAQ: GOOGL) Video streaming service YouTube will not sell full-day mast
ads starting next year, CNBC reported Monday. What happened: The place of the coveted advertisement on the homepage will only be available on the basis of impressions starting... Read more... 2020 presidential election, DKNG, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, MGM, PENN 2020 Nov 02, 7:21 PM Will Donald Trump win every state he won in 2016? Do you have a hunch about the number of House seats the
Democrats will win? Or rather, the day the loser of the 2020 presidential election gives up? The 2020 election season is coming up and with it come some exotic ways to guess the... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, the Corona virus, Donald Trump, EAT, Joe Biden, politics 2020 November 02, 4:51 p.m. The U.S. presidential election is underway and both candidates oppose opinions on the
Saturdays affecting the restaurant industry. Biden on the lockouts: When asked recently by presidential debate moderator Kristen Volker if he had ruled out further shutdowns, Biden replied: ... Read more... Government, News, Politics, Markets, General 2020 November 02, 16:12 By Jim Iuorio Former US President Barack Obama once said, elections have consequences. Although he was referring to policy
and towards the country, the election also has serious implications for markets and volatility. In 2016, the three months leading up to... Read more... 2020 presidential election, color analyst, Bjarne Schieldrop, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News 2020 November 02, 4:01 PM American voters will closely have the results of the 2020 U.S. presidential election after polls close Tuesday, with GOP President Donald
Trump and former Democratic Vice President Joe Biden vying for the Oval Office — and so will the oil industry. The price of oil... Read more... Benzinga Cannabis Capital Conference, Cannabis, Cannabis Capital Conference, Cannabis Industry, Canopy Growth Company, CGC 2020 November 02, 2:04 PM This special presentation by Canopy Growth comes from the Bentzinga Virtual Cannabis
Conference held on October 15. Click here for more coverage of the event with presentations from some of the senior executives, investors and cannabis lenders. Like the 2020 election... Read more... ACRDF, Gasoline Hour Cannabis, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, CGC, CRLBF 2020 November 02, 12:47 VOTERS are considering a number of national cannabis ballot initiatives on their presidential
ballots. Voters in New Jersey, Arizona and Montana — where there are existing medical cannabis markets — will consider legalizing the use of adults. Mississippi could become... Read more... Donor, Donors, Politics, General 2020 November 02, 10:47 Stock Market Says The Chances of a Result in the 2020 Presidential Election Have Dramatically in the last week. A few weeks ago, the Institute of
Socionomics reported that the stock market was trading within the range in which 87% of presidents were re-elected. But after the rapid decline... Read more... Donor, Contributor, QQQ, Spy, Politics, General 2020 November 02, 10:19am Author's election forecast. The winner of the 2020 presidential election will look retrospectively clear. If former Vice President Joe Biden wins, it will be consistent with the
polls. However, I anticipate That President Trump will win a reelective election with 312 electoral votes. No, no, read more... The 2020 presidential election, BLNK, car and driver, ChargePoint, charging stations, Detroit News 2020 November 02, 9:15 presidential election 2020 could have a long-term impact on the timeline for rapid electric vehicle expansion in the United States. EV, Auto Stocks Under
Trump: Victory by Trump could prove a sigh of relief for major automakers General Motors Company (NYSE: GM) and Ford Motor Company (NYSE: F).... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, FB, Instagram, Mark Zuckerberg, news, social media 2020 November 02, 3:30 a.m. Facebook Inc (Nasdaq: FB) failed to contain misinformation in political advertising as campaigns exploit a loophole in the
company's system, reports the Wall Street Journal. What happened: Three political groups supporting President Donald Trump's reelection have found... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Barack Obama, China, Donald Trump, Election Day, FXI 2020 November 01, 12pm With the election now just one week away, Americans are considering both presidential candidates and choosing which one will
be best for the country over the next four years. One way to do that is by looking back on President Donald Trump's first term and reassessing the effectiveness of... Read more... Election 2020, Donald Trump, Election Day, GDX, GLD, Gold 2020 October 31, 2:15 PM The 2020 U.S. election takes place on November 3 with President Donald Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden battling for the top
job. Gold price analysis: The U.S. presidential election will play a huge role in shaping the global economy and gold prices are expected to respond running... Read more... Page 12 2020 Presidential Election, Barack Obama, Donald Trump, SPY, Education, Politics 2020 October 31, 1:46 p.m. With voting ending in a week, Americans are considering both presidential candidates and choosing which one will
be best for the country in the next four years. One way to do that is by looking back on President Donald Trump's first term and the e.p.d. impact on his policies... Read more... Presidential Election 2020, ALL, Color Analyst, David Trainer, DHI, Donald Trump 2020 October 30, 3:16 PM The U.S. presidential election is expected to be a major stock market catalyst. Traders are already trying to identify biden
stocks or the best Trump stocks that could rally depending on the outcome of the election. At the same time, some investors may prefer Election... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, cybersecurity, defense stocks, Donald Trump, FITE, Joe Biden 2020 October 30, 3:03 p.m. security stocks were among the sectors that seemed to get a big boost when Donald Trump was elected president. With the
2020 presidential election, investors are trying to decide how defense stocks will fare under Trump's reelection or the Joe Biden presidency. Oil futures weaken during European trading Read more... 2020, Cannabis, Cannabis and Technology Today, Elections, Legalization, Voting 2020 October 30, 11:38 This article was originally published on Cannabis & Tech today, and appears here at the Authority.
Unless you live under a rock, our current heated political climate should not be ignored. In the last four years, many new activists have been born out of necessity to continue the transformation... Read more... BET, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Sales, Kamala Harris, Nas 2020 October 30, 10:48 BET is set to release Smoke: Marijuana + Black America, an original two-hour special documentary
featuring Democratic vice presidential candidate Senator Kamala D. Harris and rapper Nasir Nas Jones. The film will premiere on November 18 at 10 p.m. ET/PT. ... Read more... CNBC, Forbes, News, Reuters, Politics, Global 30, 9:30 a.m. Chinese central government officials expand an olive branch, calling for cooperative efforts with other countries due to growing global uncertainty from the spread of
the coronavirus epidemic and protections, CNBC reports. The remarks were made at a high-level press conference on Friday... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, Democrats, Donald Trump, FB, Joe Biden, news 2020 October 30, 1:35am Facebook Inc (Nasdaq: FB) said Thursday that technical problems with its system caused unexpected problems which affected the presidential campaigns of
Republicans and Democrats. What happened: The company led by Mark Zuckerberg said in a statement that technical ... Read more... Presidential Election 2020, ACES, ARRY, Clean Energy, Donald Trump, ET 2020 October 29, 11:35 A.M. Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden and incumbent Republican President Donald Trump have very different positions on the energy sector. Biden favors
clean energy and switching to renewable energy, while Trump has expressed support for the fossil fuel industry and the services he provides. ... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Fox News, Joe Biden, News, Tucker Carlson, UPS 2020 October 29, 9:47 a.m. Shares of United Parcel Service, Inc. (NYSE: UPS) were unaffected after the company said it was the company untitleed Fox News host
Tucker Carlson called for losing what he said is a politically sensitive package. What happened: Carlson said during his Tucker Carlson daily tonight... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, CAT, CNBC, CNC, DE, FSLR 2020 October 29, 9:06 a.m. Jim Kramer shared his thoughts on the upcoming election and a potential blue wave. Kramer on the election: Let's see if people can fight the Blue Wave,
Kramer said Thursday morning on CNBC. Worried about a potential blue wave and that you must be... Read more... AMZN, CNBC, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, Jim Kramer 2020 October 29, 8:36 a.m. on Thursday morning, Jim Kramer shared his thoughts on Big Tech and the potential impact of some of their upcoming earnings. Kramer on Facebook: While appearing squealing in the street, Kramer discussed
Facebook (Nasdaq: FB) and Pinterest (NYSE: PINS). He said that... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Barack Obama, Bill Clinton, Donald Trump, Tamag, SPY 2020 Oct 29, 7:10 a.m. With the presidential election in less than a week, Americans are considering both presidential candidates and choosing what's best for the country in the next four years - if they haven't voted yet. One way they can do
that is by looking back on the president's first term... Read more... CNBC, FB, GOOG, GOOGL, Government, Regulations 2020 October 28, 2:11 p.m. At CNBC's Power Luncheon, The Washington Post's Tony Romm told Wednesday's hearing regarding Section 230 was such a political and party affair that he doesn't believe most investors really think any exchanges are going to lead to any immediate
regulation or... Read more... Jack Dorsey, News, TWTR, Politics, Events, Tech 2020 October 28, 2pm Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) analyst Jack Dorsey was among the tech CEOs in Washington on Wednesday to testify before the Senate about how they monitor and police political content on their platforms. Washington Post controversy: Twitter recently drew heat from conservative critics after platform...
Read more... Presidential election 2020, Affordable Care Act, CVS, Donald Trump, GDRX, HCA 2020 October 28, 11:20 with the 2020 presidential election just around the corner, investors are making predictions about the sectors and stocks that could see big changes. One sector that can change dramatically based on the next occupant of the White House is health care. Potential winners under Trump:



Hospital... Read more... Earnings page 13, GOOGL, HD, LOW, Low companies Inc, MRNA 2020 Oct 28, 9:16 a.m. We read this article, November Outlook. Perhaps a better name is November 3 Outlook, because it's kind of hard to look past that date. Next Tuesday's election determines much more than who gets the Key of the White House on January 20. From a market perspective,... Read more...
Presidential election 2020, DJIA, Donald Trump, SPY, education, futures 2020 October 28, 8:35 a.m. With the final votes in the presidential election being cast November 3, Americans are considering both major party presidential candidates and choosing what will be best for the country over the next four years. One way to do that is by looking back on President Donald Trump's first term... Read more...
Presidential election 2020, Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, Donald Trump, hacking, MSFT 2020 October 27, 22:24 President Donald Trump's campaign website hacked and vandalized on Tuesday, Tim Murtao, communications director for the 2020 incumbent president's reelection Said. What happened: Murtao tweeted Tuesday that the campaign is working with law enforcement to... Read more... Presidential
election 2020, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, MAGA, MCHI, PAVE 2020 October 27, 4:05 p.m. If incumbent GOP President Donald Trump loses the election, a question arises: What happens to an ETF named after his campaign motto that thinks based on donations to the Republican Party? About MAGA ETF: Point Bridge GOP Stock Tracker ETF (BATS: MAGA) tracks S&P contributions... Read more...
CANNABIS, CANNABIS LEGALIZATION, DETROIT, Government, Kristy Nome, marijuana reform 2020 October 27, 11:30 a.m. South Dakota is expected to ordalize medical marijuana sales this November. So according to a recent poll, in which 74% of respondents said they would vote for a medical marijuana program for Mount Rushmore State. The survey, conducted by Argos Leader Media and KELO-
TV,... Read more... COLOR ANALYST, Bloomberg, Donald Trump, JPM, News, presidential election 2020 October 27, 10:39 a.m. Investment bank JPMorgan Chase & Co.'s (NYSE: JPM) chief equity strategist sees President Donald Trump's reelection as bullish for the S&P 500, Bloomberg reports. What happened: Dubrovko Lacos-Boges, stock strategist at America's largest investment... Read more...
The 2020 presidential election, color analyst, cannabis, CGC, CNBS, Joe Biden 2020 October 27, 8:39 a.m. in the world of publicly traded funds, it's no surprise that cannabis funds are seen as beneficiaries of former Vice President Joe Biden possibly winning the White House. What happened: Marijuana ETFs join a slew of sector and industry funds that are viewed as winners under the Biden
administration. Up, up, up Read more... Amy Connie Barrett, Donald Trump, Administration, News, SPY, U.S. Supreme Court 2020 October 26, 8:12 PM Judge Amy Connie Barrett took the first of her two weeks as a U.S. Supreme Court justice on Monday night - run by Justice Clarence Thomas at the Rose Garden White House after the Senate voted to confirm her nomination. What happened: The singal
I have solemnly... Read more... Donald Trump, Administration, News, Regulations, U.S.-China Trade War, Wall Street Journal 2020 October 26, 5:46 a.m. President Donald Trump's trade war with China has not achieved the goal of boosting U.S. production, the Wall Street Journal reports. What happened: U.S. manufacturing activity hasn't reversed despite multibillion-dollar tariffs to deter... Read more...
COLOR ANALYST, CFRA, Elon Musk, Geert Nelson, Joe Biden, News 2020 October 25, 10:48 PM Tesla Inc (Nasdaq: TSLA) is about to be among the top gainers in case Joe Biden wins the presidential race, CFRA analyst Garrett Nelson told Yahoo Financial in an interview Friday. What happened: Nelson said Tesla would be one of the biggest earners... Read more... FB, Government, Instagram, Mark
Zuckerberg, News, Presidential Election 2020 October 25, 9:25 PM Facebook Inc (NASDAQ: FB) considering using internal services The company is aimed at at-risk countries fighting any conflict that arises surrounding the presidential election in the United States, the Wall Street Journal reported on Sunday. What happened: The tools were... Read more... Cannabis, Cannabis Legalization, Concordia
University, Government, Ian Irvine, Marijuana Reform 2020 October 24, 11:39 Marijuana legalization is often cited as a way to reduce financial deficits for states and states. But after looking at data from the Canadian market, two brave economists dare to challenge this idea. While there are also social and health benefits of cannabis legalization,... Read more... Donors, donors, education, options, politics,
markets 2020 October 23, 3:44 p.m. political events have the potential to result in big moves in the stock market. However, there is no way to predict the outcome of such events or which way the market will go. Another way to play at a political event is volatility. If you expect a big move on the stock market, options can... Read more... AAPL, direxion, Long Ideas, MSFT, News, SECTOR ETFs 2020 October
23, 14:13 Plenty of sectors are in the electoral crosshairs this year, head of technology among them. The S&P 500's biggest sector weight is again a leadership group in 2020, but that has implications for that on Election Day. What happened these consequences make Dirksion a daily bull technology three times... Read more... Presidential election 2020, color analyst, DJIA, LPL Financial, Ryan Detrick,
SPY 2020 October 23, 12:15 P.M. Former Vice President Joe Biden has a considerable lead over President Donald Trump in the polls following the final presidential debate on Thursday night. The SPDR S&P 500 ETF (NYSE:SPY) has been up 4.4% in the past month after calling for the final stretch before Election Day. However, from... Read more... Page 14 direxion, ERX, long ideas, news, sector ETFs,
special ETFs 2020 October 23, 9:37 a.m. Energy choice sector index is lower by 51.15% year to date, than that 2020 was a brutal year for oil repair. What happened to weakness that benchmarks wreaked havoc on exchange-traded leveraged funds, including Dirksion Daily Energy Bull 2X Shares (NYSEARCA: ERX) with ... Read more... Presidential election 2020, Donald Trump, JNJ, Joe Biden, MRNA,
News 2020 October 23, 00:39 Second and final presidential debate of 2020 between President Donald Trump and his Democratic opponent Joe Biden took place Thursday night at Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee. The hearing took place under forceful health and safety procedures due to the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic and was... Read more... The 2020 election, the 2020 presidential election,
color analyst, Barstool Sportsbook, Becca Gayden, BetMGM 2020 October 22, 4:09 p.m. further legalization of sports betting and launches in more countries represents a major catalyst for a sector that has posted solid returns in 2020. Next countries launch: BofA Securities analyst Sean Kelly shared a takeaway in a note from With Chris Grove and... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, color
analyst, cannabis, CCL, CXW, GEO 2020 October 22, 12:25 p.m. en route to Thursday night's final presidential debate between President Donald Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden, Biden has a commanding lead in most polls and online prediction markets. The stock market depends a lot on the outcome of the election, but Tom Thesa of the Saban Report... Read more... Presidential Election
2020, Color Analyst, Saban Report, SPY, Tom Thesa, Politics October 21, 12:14 Democrat Joe Biden has consistently held an 8% to 11% lead over President Donald Trump in the national polls, and investors appear to be increasingly pricing in Biden's victory in the upcoming election. The race to control the Senate is much closer, and that could be the key to more than $5 trillion in... Read more...
Government, Ag, Futures, Options, Politics, Economy 2020 Oct 21, 10:16 by Eric Norland The 1980s and 1990s often introduced Fed shooter Paul Volker and Alan Greenspan advise the U.S. Congress that if they want to lower interest rates, they should curb budget deficits. Fast forward three decades, and we see the mantra flipped on its head. Now, Pad... Read more... Presidential election 2020, AAPL,
CAT, CNBC, DE, EMR 2020 Oct 20, 6:09 p.m. Jim Kramer discusses Tuesday in CNBC's crazy money and his winner's basket if former Vice President Joe Biden wins the presidential election. Kramer believes that if Biden wins the election, Democrats will be eager to throw money at the solar industry. Two solar stocks... Read more... 2020 President E, Donald Trump, Joe Biden, News, Associated Press,
Politics 2020 October 19, 8:42 PM President Donald Trump and his Democratic opponent Joe Biden will each have their microphones muted while the other is delivering their opening remarks at the presidential final debate on Thursday, the Associated Press reports. What happened: The 90-minute hearing, starting at 9.m.E.T., will be... Read more... Presidential election 2020, donor, donors, DJIA, SPY,
futures 2020 October 19, 10:05 am there has been only one controversial election since the options listed have been trading – the 2000 election between George W. Bush and Al Gore. Election day was November 7, 2000. The accompanying charts, courtesy of tradingview.com, show the relevant time period. There was a good rally... Read more... direxion, FLYT, long ideas, news, ag, special ETFs 2020
October 19, 8:57 The outcome of the upcoming president remains to be seen and while polls seem to indicate one scenario is increasingly, surprises are always possible. Investors can deal with this and the possibility of post-election volatility with strategies designed to be safe. What happened went into Dirksion... Read more... Donor, Donors, FB, Government, Regulations, TWTR 2020 October 19, 8:17
a.m. last week, we alerted the anger of Republicans on Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) and Facebook Inc (NASDAQ: FB) to their suppression of York Post's article on Hunter Biden (Twitter concerns Republican outrage). That anger increased Saturday with Senator Josh Hawley of Missouri... Read more... 60 Minutes, Anthony Fauci, CBS News, Covid-19, Donald Trump, GILD 2020 October 19, 2:18 a.m.
Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Dr. Anthony Fauci, said in a CBS 60 Minutes interview Sunday that he's certainly not surprised that President Donald Trump contracted COVID-19. What happened: Fauci said... Read more... Andy Cerver, Barack Obama, BRK-A, BRK-B, Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton 2020 October 16, 2:53 p.m. Joe Biden praised a discussion he had with
billionaire Warren Buffett, but received no support from a Berkshire Hathaway (NYSE: BRK-A) (NYSE: BRK-B). What happened: Ahead of a fundraiser with donors Wednesday, Biden shared details of a phone call he had with... Read more... Anderson Economics Group, Andrew Miller, Bentzinga Virtual Cannabis Capital Conference, Cannabis, Casa Verde Capital, Covid-19 2020 October 16, 2:14 pm If
New Jersey votes to approve legal marijuana November 3, it would be a huge move for the cannabis market, said Emily Paxia, co-founder and managing partner at Poseidon Asset Management. The garden state is well populated and well positioned to put pressure on other markets,... Read more... Donald Trump, FB, Government, Jack Dorsey, News, Regulations 2020 October 16, 12:14am Twitter Inc
(NYSE: TWTR) updated its policy Thursday related to hacked materials after facing flak for limiting a New York Post story related to Hunter Biden, son of Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden. What happened: The social media company's policies, policies and safety... Read more... Page 15 2020 presidential election, direxion, LABU, long ideas, PILL, ETFs sector 2020 October 15, 14:09 If the first
three quarters of 2020 were any indication, the last three months of the year would likely hold its fair share of surprises. However, trends among Dirksion's most popular leveraged funds reveal how traders are positioning themselves on the road to elections... Read more... Presidential Election 2020, Antidote, AZN, China, Coronavirus, Covid-19 2020 October 15, 12:05 PM U.S. President Donald Trump
appeared at Fox Business with Stewart Varney for an hour on Thursday morning to share his thoughts on several issues. Congress continues to be at an impasse over a possible incentive proposal. Trump said he would raise the incentive offer above $1.8 trillion. Trump said he... Read more... Donors, donors, politics, general 2020 October 15, 11:58 we have seen in the past that $VIX has a slightly
different pattern in election years than most years. The wild market action of 2020 has made Point A much higher than it was before (maybe we should use the midrever here as well). The low point of $VIX after it happens... Read more... Donor, Contributors, News, TWTR, Politics, Tech 2020 Oct 15, The founders of Twitter (NYSE:TWTR) have accidentally created an addictive platform that currently has
more than 150 million daily users. No contestant threatens Twitter's niche of breaking news and terse commentary. The only visible threat for years was government intervention, and Twitter... Read more... Doug McMillon, News, Retail, WMT, Politics, Management 2020 October 15, 10:55 A.M. The business roundtable will publish a report on Thursday focusing on what the business community can do to
address racial equality, Euro Roundtable Walmart Inc (NYSE: WMT) analyst Doug McMillon said on CNBC's Squawk Box. A more egalitarian system: the incorporation of... Read more... CANNABIS, GOVERNMENT, Guidepost Solutions, HempMeds, Medical Marijuana Ltd., MJNA 2020 Oct 15, 9:53 a.m. After several extended deadline extensions, Mexican lawmakers appear to be on track for the
legalization of cannabis for adult use in the coming weeks. The latest indication comes from Morena's Senate Majority Leader Ricardo Monreal, who says the bill will pass by the end of October and before December 15... Read more... CARES ACT, CNBC, Congress, Earnings, Earnings Season, FSLY 2020 October 15, 8:22 a.m. on CNBC's Squawk Box Thursday morning, Jim Kramer shared his thoughts
on a potential stimulus deal, the drop in Fastly shares and gains from the week. Kramer on incentive deal: Shortly after Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin conducted an interview with CNBC, Jim Kramer shared his... Read more... Donald Trump, FB, Jack Dorsey, News, Social Media, New York Post 2020 October 14, 11:26 PM Social Media Giants Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) and Facebook Inc (NASDAQ:
FB) face accusations of political bias from some members of the Republican Party over the restriction of a New York Post story related to Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden. What happened: The post published a story... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, GLD, gold, long ideas, VOO, special ETFs 2020 October 14, 13:11 SPDR gold stocks (NYSE: GLD), the largest gold-backed fund
traded on the stock exchange, has retreated from the recent highs but it is still higher by 24.37% this year. What happened: In the run-up to Election Day, GLD and other gold ETFs may be in the spotlight, but history, including some... Read more... CNN, Democrats, Donald Trump, administration, Nancy Pelosi, news 2020 October 14, 2:39 a.m. House shooter Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) interview Tuesday
evening with CNN anchor Wolf Blitzer about the stalled stimulus bill took an ugly turn, with a heated exchange that ended in a derogatory nickname. What happened: Democrats and President Donald Trump have... Read more... The 2020 presidential election, AMZN, ETSY, FB, Long Ideas, PINS 2020 October 13, 3:31 p.m. Investors are looking for exchange-traded funds in an industry that should thrive
regardless of the outcome of the upcoming presidential election and will do well to examine online ETFs. What happened: Although it's one of the more unfounded names in the bunch, the S&amp;A SPDR ETF P Internet (NYSE: XWEB) is... Read Donor, Donors, Politics, General 2020 October 13, 9:58 a.m. Less than a month remains until the first most important Tuesday in November. It will be Election
Day 2020, the day President Trump advised a duel with former Vice President Biden at the polls. The polls have been flagmed toward Mr Biden, but the ultimate poll is the voting machine on... Read more... CURE, direxion, long ideas, news, sector ETFs, healthcare 2020 October 12, 2:32 p.m. Healthcare sector, second largest sector in S&P 500, is hardly impressive this year. As of this, the S&P Health
Care Select Sector is 140 basis points behind on the S&P 500 index. What's happened yet, the sector is in the green about this year and with a lot of... Read more... Cannabis, Cannabis Reform, Government, Marijuana Reform, News, South Dakota 2020 October 12, 12:40 p.m. formerly in the U.S. Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle openly supported two marijuana reform initiatives voting in South
Dakota. A Vietnam veteran, Daschle served as U.S. senator in South Dakota from 1987 to 2005, becoming minority leader in 1995 and majority leader in 2001. He really is. Read more... Futures, Commodities, Politics, Markets, General 2020 October 12, 10:17 AM by Jim Iuorio Since 1950, September tends to be the stock market's worst month of the year with an average loss of .57% for the S&P 500.
The only 22nd month to record a negative return is August with an average loss of 0.26%. September 2020 didn't break the trend and... Read more... Page 16 Cannabis, Cannabis Legalization, Cannabis Reform, Government, Legalization, Marijuana Reform 2020 October 12, 9:01am New Zealand will face polls on October 17 to decide on cannabis legalisation. The Cannabis Legalization and Control Act
would allow adults aged 20 and over to buy up to 14 grams of marijuana and grow up to two plants per person, or four per household. The voting question makes... Read more... Bianchi &amp; Brandt, Cannabis, Cannabis Industry, Cannabis Taxes, Government, Marijuana Reform 2020 October 12, 8:59 a.m. Due to the ongoing U.S. federal ban of cannabis, states must implement their own regulations and
various sea tax and sales taxes. Taxes in many western U.S. states tend to hover 15% while others, like Washington, charge 37%. Additional charges may come in the form of... Read more... Color Analyst, B Riley FBR, CNBC, DJIA, Mark Grant, SPY 2020 October 12, 8:50 A.M. The U.S. presidential election is weeks away, and there will be surprises here and there that could add new volatility to the
markets, B. Riley FBR global market strategist Mark Grant said Monday on CNBC's Squawk Box. What happened: The presidential election is... Read more... Donor, Contributors, LLY, REGN, Politics, Trade Ideas 2020 October 12, 5:53am Project Lincoln turned President Trump's support of Regeneron's experimental COVID-19 treatment into an 80s-style advertisement (screen capture via their video
tweeted). In what may be First time at a biotechnology company, a sitting president made a video supporting... Read more... Coronavirus, Covid-19, Donald Trump, news, social media, TWTR 2020 October 12, 1:54am Twitter Inc (NYSE: TWTR) on Sunday labeled a tweet from President Donald Trump that claimed he was now immune to COVID-19 as misleading. What happened: A complete and polished
signature from White House doctors yesterday, the president released the... Read more... Biotechnology, Clinical Trials, Coronavirus, Covid-19, LLY, News 2020 October 11, 22:42 Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc (NASDAQ: REGN) Analyst Leonard Schaefer in a television interview suggested that further clinical tests were needed to measure the effectiveness of the company's antidote cocktail against
COVID-19, unlike President Donald Trump who previously claimed... Read more... AMC, AMC, Art Hogan, BA, BlackRock, BLK 2020 Oct 11, 5.35pm This past week, in a nutshell what happened: last week ended positively alongside progress in stimulus talks. Remember this: Very rarely in the last 10 years have we seen earnings estimates move higher after a quarterly reporting season, said Art Hogan,
chief market strategist at... Read more... More...
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